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Assignment #2
Due March 3, 2014

Make note of the following:
• Each team of two will turn in documentation for the assigned problem(s), that

is, assembly or C source code as appropriate
• In all cases your data type should be no more than a type int16_t (short)

integer
• You may build C prototypes of the assembly functions to help in program

development
• Assembly programs must be able to use generic inputs (hint: use of keyword

volatile may be required)

Problems:
For the following problems I will expect demos, but I also want a lab report turned
which documents your source code, C, ASM, etc. Also include screen shots form
CCS where appropriate.
1. Develop a C calling assembly program for the OMAP-L138, where the assembly

code implements the numerical calculation

where

Test your program using  and . The function prototype should be of
the form

int16_t sum_diff(int16_t a_scalar, int16_t b_scalar);

Building a C prototype is suggested as a starting point. See the notes at the end
for more details on code writing.

2. Develop a C calling assembly program for the OMAP-L138, where the assembly
code implements the numerical calculation of finding the determinant of a 
matrix. Test your code using the matrix

The function prototype should be of the form
int16_t det_3by3(int16_t N_scalar, int16_t A_matrix)

where N holds the square matrix dimension and A is an array holding the matrix
values row-by-row. Verify the correct value using MATLAB or similar. 

C A B–=

A a2 a 1+( )2 a 2+( )2 … 2a 1–( )2
+ + + +[ ]=

B b2 b 1+( )2 b 2+( )2 … 2b 1–( )2
+ + + +[ ]=

a 3= b 2=

3 3×

A
4 5 9
8 6 5
2 1 2
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Notes for Problems 1 & 2
• Make changes to variable names to avoid single letter variables and be as descriptive as pos-

sible with your choices, e.g., a vs a_scalar.
• The directive .fphead found in dissasembly can safely be deleted. See

http://e2e.ti.com/support/development_tools/code_composer_studio/f/81/t/181224.aspx

• Under optimization generic inputs may dissapear, so follow the earlier hint about using
volatile.

3. In this problem you will implement an m-sequence generator in assembly. The starting point
will be the discussion found in the Welch et.al. text, starting on page 102. Pseudo random
noise (PN) sequences find wide application in communications and signal processing.
a.) As the first step working with the hardware/software, set-up a project in your workspace

for the PN sequence of text Chapter 5, i.e.,

Modify the code to produce a simple 4-stage sequence, that is one full period of the
sequence is  chips. To verify this in code alone create a buffer of
256 samples, to store the output values of the generator at a once per chip rate (not overs-
ampled at DIVIDE_BY_N which is 10.

b.) Since the PN generator produces a digital output, the best way to observe it in hardware is
using a digital output. The book describes the use of a support library function, Write-
DigitalOutputs(). This function outputs four bits to pins 6–9 of the LCD connector.

This interface is the default used by the file ISRs_LFSR.c. The PN chips are written out
at a rate of ISR sampling clock divided by DIVIDE_BY_N. Carefully connect wires to the
LCD socket (the instructor will supply small reusable bread board wires with female ends)
so that you can verify this by observing the sequence generator output of part (a) on the
scope. Note that the LSB should be output on pin 6. Is the chip rate as you would expect
for the given Codec sample rate?

c.) Modify the PN code generator portion to call a short assembly language function that
replaces lines 15–20 of the C-code. Verify parts (a) and (b) again.

d.) Increase the code period to 1023 in both the C and assembly versions. Increase the buffer
length to 1024 and verify the there is one and only one sequence of 10 ones in a row. 

Notes for Problem 3
To use the digital IO pins on  the board two important steps must be taken in your CCS project:

• You need place the following in the Startup.c file:

2N 1– 24 1– 15= =

pin 59
pin 60

pin 1 (a ground pin)
pin 2

Pins 6–9

Figure 1: Location of digital outputs, 1–4, on the 60-pin LCD header.
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void StartUp()

{

InitDigitalOutputs();

}

• Regardless of which emulator you use, the on-board XDS100 or the Spectrum Digital
XDS200, you need to include the file OMAPL138_DSP.gel under the advanced setting of
the target  configuration file (you should be familiar with this from the first project you cre-
ated from scratch at the start of Assignment #1). Without these steps the digital IO pins will
hang at logic ‘0’!


